First Year Progression

YWA <60% *

- Adjudication comments:
  - Required to Withdraw (RTW)
  - Apply for Dean’s Waiver by June 30th

  - Granted
    - Remain in year 1 - all courses under 60% must be repeated, including all tutorials, labs & assignments, plus all conditions set by Associate Dean (Undergraduate Studies)

  - Not granted
    - Appeal to transfer to another Faculty by June 30th
      - Apply to transfer back to Engineering during Intent to Register (ITR) in February – may submit letter of reconsideration
        - Accepted into Engineering
        - Remained in other Faculty

YWA >60%

- Remain in the Faculty of Engineering

- Leave UWO for one year – re-apply through OUAC as “105” applicant after one year
  - Re-admitted – keep credits 60% or higher
  - Not admitted

* Deadline to apply for relief against a final grade in a second-term or full-year course is June 30th